
Diane Wood


From: Diane Wood


Sent: Sunday, September 8, 2019 6:11 PM


To: neil.jacobs@noaa.gov; julie.roberts@noaa.gov


Subject: Hurricane Report from Trump


Top NOAA officials were very wrong to speak out against NOAA personnel and side with the president by


agreeing with him on his incompetent details about Hurricane Damion. He was not correct.


Did anyone advise him about the frequency of NOAA weather reports and the storm's dangerous path? The


report he refered to was 4 days old. Trump is not a scientist. In fact he hates scientists.


He would like to rid his agencies of scientists. If so, we are doomed as he is unintelligent idiot. His father


bought his degrees.


1. trump took information that was 4 days old.


2. did NOAA (Jacobs and Roberts) explain that NOAA reports are issued frequently and the report he looked


at was outdated.


3. Alabama was correct in sending out information that hurricane, Damion would not reach the state.


People were worried and needed to know correct information.


4. both Neil Jacobs and Julie Roberts have been assigned their positions in NOAA by Trump. Both are now


puppets indebted to him. Jacobs as acting director of NOAA and July Roberts worked for trump on his


campaign.


5. What trump did in changing the course of the hurricane with his Sharpie was illegal. Trump should be


fined and spend 90 days in jail.


6. Not carrying out the law and favoring the trumper indicates that you are disregarding our laws and


Constitution.


7. DOJ says trump is above the law. Barr is trump's puppet. We have no justice department. It is strickley


trump's department. Americans no longer have a justice department.


8. It appears that NOAA is now putting trump above the law.


What a sorry state we are in. trump putting his puppets into power expect them to cover his crimes.


WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE UNITED STATES I HAVE GROWN TO LOVE. IT IS BEING CONVERTED INTO A


MAFIA DICTATORSHIP WITH REPUBLICANS ALLOWING TRUMP TO CAUSE CHAOS, SPREAD VIOLENCE,


HATRED, RACISM. AMERICA WAS ALREADY GREAT. TRUMP IS DROWNING IT INTO HIS SWAMP.
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